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Judg:rnent in Extre:rnes:
A Study of Dryden's

Absalom and Achitophel
by Gerald B. Kinneavy, M.A.
In reading literary criticism of the Restoration, it is not at all rare for one to encounter critical statements maintaining that poetry had by this time become simply
an external manner, "a fancy dress for a thought whose nature was that of prose
statement." 1 It is maintained that the poetry of the Restoration grows not out of the
internal workings of a creative mind and heart, but rather out of the current situations-social, political, religious-of the approved SOCiety. In our own century T. S.
Eliot has suggested a reason for this "degeneration," his famous" dissodation of
sensibility." 2 In contrasting Dryden with Donne, Eliot suggests that in the Renaissance poets seemed to possess a unity of their intellectual, emotional and imaginative
faculties so that these faculties worked simultaneously in the creative act. By the time
of Dryden, however, this unified sensibility had begun to split and the emphasis
shifted to statement and sound.
As a result of this" dissociation," poetry of the Restoration becomes an incomplete thing; its form-generally-is prescribed and dictated by the fashionable SOCiety.
In short, art in the Restoration, according to some, became a social weapon. 3 The
work of art, maintains the same critic, is too involved-both in conception and in
execution-with the literal, prosaic world and "it loses that diSinterestedness which
alone assures profundity, and the vitality of the finer responses." 4 This split in the
creative process, then, is pretty well accepted as a real limitation of the Restoration
period in general. Sadly and erroneously, many of the same limitations are ascribed
to both Dryden and Absalom and Achitophel H. W. Smith maintains that Dryden's
only course as a poet in the Restoration sodety was to become the Bourgeois geniilhomme, the gentleman of double standards and a figure of compromise. 5 He suggests that Dryden's art is motivated by social and pecuniary aims; again-art in
the Restoration becomes primarily a social weapon. Nicol Smith also sees the very
sodal and pragmatic aspect of Dryden's art in suggesting that "Absalom and Achitophel is an official poem, deSigned as a weapon in a very bitter fight." 6
Harold Wendell Smith, "Nature, Correctness and Decorum," Scrutiny, XVIII ( 1952 ), 313.
2

T. S. Eliot, H omage 10 f ohn Dryden (Lo ndon, 1924 ), p. 63 .

3

Smith, 295.

4 Ibid. See also Sir Herbert Grierson, Cross· Currents in 171h Century English Lilerature (New York, 1958 ),
p. 318.
5

Smith, 295.
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David Nicol Smith,fohn Dryden (Cambridge, Mass., 1950 ), p. 56.
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This adverse position regarding the art of Dryden reaches perhaps its clearest
statement by Sir Herbert Grierson as he comments that Dryden lacks the passion of
the true poet; Dryden suffers from spiritual emptiness. 7 Dr. Ian Jack also is convinced only of the historical importance and the technical precision of Absalom and
Achitophe4· 8 and though the poem is a masterpiece of historical satire, it remains
9
on the whole more static than dynamic.
Though there may be some truth in the generality that Restoration literature
was conceived primarily as social weapons, I think that perhaps such a conception
does not explain the control, the organization of feeling and detail in Absalom and
Achitophel as an individual work of art. In reading the poem closely, there is a
controlling order which brings the poem into focus and which allows us to feel its
pulse, the genius that Dryden spoke of in his preface to the poem: "Yet if a Poem
have a Genius, it will force its own reception in the world. " 10
Part of this " genius" of the poem is explained by Professor Verrall as he maintains that the political situation of 1678-1681 provided Dryden with an opportunity
to overcome his major poetic flaw-the inability to handle action well. 11 The clearcut political problems of those years provides the poet with a special subject matter
which needs no action portrayed; the poet can simply present the summarized action
and develop characters in epigrams, a special talent of Dryden. What is more significant, I think, is that the political situation by the time Absalom and Achitophel
was published had already been resolved. The cause was won and established and
only the trial of Shaftesbury wa~ in the offing still unsettled. 12 There was, then,
really little need for any .utilitarian social argument. Schilling has also pointed out 13
that Dryden subtitles Absalom and Achitophel " A Poem " and not " A Satire." This
distinction in the 17th century is an important one. For that SOciety, a "poem " was
a long story in verse or an epic or heroic poem, whereas a "satire" had specific
aims and limitations; its reference is more particular " being contaminated by history." 14 Therefore, in making the distinction perhaps Dryden may have imitated
an order or system which he hoped for, or recommended, rather than what is the
usual rendering of his poem-a specific declaration of King Charles II and the monarchical system. By calling Absalom and A chitophel a "poem," Dryden is free to
7

Grierson, p. 328.

8

Augustan Satire (Oxford, England, 1952 ), pp. 731f.

9

Ibid.

10 James Kinsley, ed., The Poems
citations are from the Kinsley edition.

0/ John

Dryden, Vol. I (Oxford, 1961 ), p. 215, 11. 10-11 . All textual

11 A. W. Verrall, Lectures on Dryden, ed. Margaret De G. Verrall (N. Y., 1963 ), p. 48.
12 Bernard N. Schilling, Dryden and the Conseroative My th (New Haven, 1961 ), p. 136.
13 Ibid., pp. 137 If.
14 Ibid.
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make a general criticism of life rather than being bound to any special opinion or
view-political or otherwise.
Looking to the poem now, what is it exactly that accounts for its rising above
the limitations of the age? What is the organizing principle? Bernard Schilling calls
it the conservative myth-a tradition of the conservative point of view on political,
economic and religiOUS issues. Though Schilling's study is quite detailed, he seems
to limit the art of Dryden to something of historical importance. Ruth Wallerstein
reads the poem as an artifact built upon the concept of the humours, and specifically
the tradition that wit and madness are closely allied as seen through Plato and Aristotle down through the Restoration. 15 Miss Wallerstein, however, does not handle
Absalom and Achitophel very explicitly in these terms. She seems more interested in
developing the historical tradition of the idea than in coming really to the heart of
the poem itself. Certainly-as she pOints out-Achitophel is a central figure of the
poem, and Dryden does seem to equate the wit/ madness tradition with him. But
what of the rest of the poem? (To say that Achitophel is tlle poem is as far from the
truth, I think, as Dryden's own comment that Zimri is worth the whole poem.) What
is Significant-and what neither Miss Wallerstein nor Professor Schilling pinned down
exactly-is that the whole poem in all of its parts and in its very mode is focused on
the principle of excess as an evil in human experience. Moderation is called for not
only on the political level of life, but on all levels of human existence. It is exactly
this principle, prepared in didactic mode, that r!lises the poem from its purely social
and political levels into a universal, artistic achievement. It is not without purpose,
then, that Dryden in the preface says: "If' I happen to please the more Moderate
sort, I shall be sure of an honest Party ... " 16
We shall, then, in this analysis attempt to demonstrate how the various elements-plot, image, character, and what others have seen as the enforming principles,
epic and biblical allegory - all function as deductive illustrations or proofs of the
enforming didactic principle of moderation.
II

There is little action in the poem, but what is there is set forth in an extremely Simple
way-almost in outline form. Absalom, David's illegitimate son, is seduced by Achitophel into rebellion against his father. A basic situation such as this might have been
handled with dramatic extravagance since it certainly involves numerous complexities
of human relationships. Professor Verrall has suggested that the summary technique
in the poem allowed Dryden to overcome his principal flaw, the invention of story. 17
Verrall's position certainly seems demonstrable; however, is it not also possible that
15 " To Madness near allied: Shaftesbury and His Place in the DeSign and Thought of Absalom and Acllitoph e4 "HL~ VI (1943), 445·471.
16 Text, p. 215,11. 15-16.
17 Verrall, pp. 48-49.
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this presentation of" action" in bare outline form might show a restrained handling
of basic material to match the thematic structure itself?
We notice that the first 752 lines of the poem deal with the rebellious factions,
with the emphasis by proportion on the temptation scene between Achitophel and
Absalom. We are faced with pictures and summarized events of nothing but excessive
emotion and action. The beginning portrait of David, for example, is presented in
terms of David's excessive sexual vigor (softened through biblical allUSion, but present nonetheless). We are introduced to Absalom who possesses" some warm excesses,
which the law forbore," (1. 37) and the imagery here is boiling and hot. SWiftly we
move on to see Achitophel - who has a history of intellectual excess - tempting
Absalom through illogical argumentation and appeal to pride-all under the guise
of true logiC and reason. The history of civil wars which resulted from violence and
mob rule is summarized and shown as immoderate and undeSirable, an action of
extremism described in images of disease. At line 491 beginS the activity of the plot
itself-Achitophel's trying to unify the malcontents, whose portraits are given with a
summary of inordinate past action and mentality. Then follow Absalom's battle discourse and the description of Achitophel again as the deceiver as we learn of his
ulterior motives in the plot, accession of personal power. Beginning at line 752, the
innovation speech functions as a recess to the reader from excess and immoderacy.
We are given a theory of politics followed by the catalogue of David's forces. From
this point on, the King's forces are in complete control of the poem finally climaxing
in the oration of God-like David at the end which dramatically stifles the malcontent
elements in the nation.
What is Significant about the presentation of this material is that all these forces
of immoderation (up to line 752) are clearly shown to be excessive and undeSirable,
yet handled with amazing restraint and without the sharp pen of satire which Dryden
certainly possessed. Compare, for example, the harangues of MacFlecknoe with the
cool and rational condemnation of the malcontents in Absalom. There are few instances of Dryden's trenchantly lashing out against the individuals or against the
groups involved. The effect of this restrained technique, of course, is a tone of calm,
peaceful and reasonable argument which ultimately surpasses and overcomes the extremist natures of the malcontent plot. Perhaps even this restrained style serves as
further evidence of the moderate principle in action.
It is also worthy of note that the excessive elements are heaped one upon the
other up to the point where the moderate forces take over. So much excess witnessed
through the first half of the poem allows for a welcomed sense of peace and control
when the "good" forces begin functioning in the narrative structure. Hence, the reader
is relieved at seeing reason prevailing when he comes to the catalogue of David's
forces, and becomes prepared for David's decree of control at the end. The largest
portions of the poem describe excessive action and emotion. Only minimal space is
allotted to the moderate forces of David. But the conciseness of development and
strong placement of David's group certainly underlines structurally the didactic prindple enforming the poem, that moderation surpasses.
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III
Arthur Hoffman in his study of Dryden has suggested forcefully that in Absalom
and Achitophel the imagery functions to prescribe a value to character and action.
He suggests that the imagery contains "both the satiric drive towards disvalue, and
the complimentary drive toward value." 18 It does not seem that the image is the
primary means of establishing character in this poem, however. But it does seem to
reinforce our thesis that Dryden is demonstrating here a moderate position.
In that introductory portrait of Absalom, we find Dryden's first-and very explicit-comment on the excesses of the prince. And read in terms of Miss Wallerstein's
treatment of the humour tradition, Absalom quite clearly is portrayed as a man accustomed to extremity and not to moderation.
Some warm excesses, which the Law forbore,
Were constru'd Youth that purg'd by boyling o'r. (11. 37-38).
These excesses-which later we learn more of - are interpreted by David and the
Law as characteristics of Youth which are simply tolerated as inevitable occurrences.
Later, Dryden shows us that these excesses-or any excesses-ought not be forborne.
But it is significant that as early as lines 37-38 of the poem, this theme of moderation and excess is begun. The image, too, is of the humour tradition, that interior
liquid as cause of external action. 19 To purge the youthful folly of excess necessitated the boiling over of the humour into action. Certainly this image is evaluative
in that the excesses are looked upon as needful of purgation. That "the Law forebore (italics mine) such excess demands a reading that such excess is not the standard of an excellent character!
The illogic of Achitophel's temptation of Absalom has often been pointed out,
but what is equally true and not so frequently noted is that Absalom makes it quite
clear that he has recognized the tricks of Achitophel; he sees through that apparent
logic. He is quite aware that his father is the just ruler, and what is more-a moderate ruler:
JJ

My Father Governs with unquestion'd Right;
The Faiths Defender, and Mankinds Delight.
Good, Gracious, Just, observant of the Laws;
And Heav'n by Wonders has Espous'd his Cause. (11. 317-320).
Mild, Easy, Humble, Studious of our Good;
Enclined to Mercy, and averse from Blood. (11. 325-326).
18 Jolm Dryden 's Imagery (Gainesville, 1962), pp. 72.
19 That "interior liquid" is mentioned as early as Aristotle. In discussing the reason that great thinkers
seem to suffer from fits of madness, epilepsy, etc., Aristotle answers that the men of great wit suffer from an
oversupply of black bile which-though it intensifies the power of the mind-also spills over into madness.
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Justice tempered by mercy-is not this the epithet of any good ruler? Is not this a
moderate king? Absalom recognized his own logic and the illogiC of Achitophel:

If David's rule Jerusalem Displease,
The Dog-Star heats their Brains to this Disease. (11. 333-334).
Explicit recognition of the madness of insurrection is made by Absalom. He clearly
sees revolt as an excess, as immoderate action resultant from diseased intellects. The
clear logiC of Absalom is set off against the rather strained logiC of Achitophel. But
we see the exact point where Absalom's intellect loses its control and where his imagination or emotions take over:
What more can I expect while David lives,
All but his. Kingly Diadem he gives;
And that: But there he Paus'd; then sighing, said,
Is Justly Destined for a Worthier Head. (11. 345-349).
From this moment of realization that on the logical level what he has said is quite
true but has intensely personal ramifications, Absalom moves forward to the painful
considerations of his birth, climaxing in his final lines:
Why am I Scanted by a Niggard Birth?
My Soul Disclaims the Kindred of her Earth:
And made for Empire, Whispers me within;
Desire of Greatness is a Godlike Sin. (11. 369-372).
His pride-an excessive evaluation of self-has taken over, and the remaining sections of the temptation scene are but fuller representations of this pride. Achitophel's
"arguments" have sounded and hit their mark. Pride as a destroyer of reason hal>
a long tradition, 20 and here certainly is one example of that tradition at work.
Dryden himself il> aware of this tradition as he comments after Achitophel's second
speech: (referring to Absalom)
Unblam'd of Life (Ambition set aside,)
Not stain'd with Cruelty, nor puft with Pride;
How happy had he been, if Destiny
Had higher plac'd his Birth, or not so high! (11. 479-482).
How happy would Absalom have been-and the nation-had he not been puffed with
pride and thereby guilty of excess! This passage in particular has been read vari20 Wallerstein, 450.
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ously as significant in determining Dryden's attitude towards Absalom/ Monmouth.
Whether Dryden is excusing Absalom;1 or finding him guilty, 22 is of little import
to the poem itself. I do not think that we can determine Dryden's attitude toward one
or the other figure involved; the poet does, however, quite clearly condemn the excess
involved-and it is this condemnation that is important to the spirit of the poem
itself.
The fact that Absalom is portrayed as excessive in temperament is borne out
quite simply by a look at the images used in relation to his development. That first
image of his being moved by "warm excesses" continues in the poem with the more
open image of heat and fire: he is sprung from "Celestial Seed" which in man is
"a Spark too much of Heavenly Fire." (1. 308, italics mine). In the same passage
he is referred to as drunk and debauched with honor and praise. In his speech to
his cohorts, Absalom " dazzles" the crowd (1. 683) and "glides" into their secret
hearts. And in this speech, Absalom much like Achitophel gives the appearance of
logic at work; but in reality, he begs the question in the first line with "your lost
estate" (1. 698, italics mine). He becomes a "lure to draw the people down," (1.
928). He himself is deluded, and histrionically he wipes his eyes for effect as he
preaches to his fellow rebels (1. 717). All of the images point directly to excess, and
the choice of images by their very nature suggests to any reader that this is not the
ideal at work. Absalom is shown to be a man whose potential is high, but whose
weakness for excessive movements led him to his downfall.
To find the excessive principle as center of Achitophel's character is no difficult
task. Early in the poem, after recounting the most recent plot against the throne,
Dryden summarizes the action most appropriately as an introduction of Achitophel:
This Plot, which fail'd for want of common Sense
Had yet a deep and dangerous Consequence:
For, as when raging Fevers boyl the Blood,
The standing Lake soon floats into a Flood;
And every hostile Humour, which before
Slept quiet in its Channels, bubbles 0 'r:
So, several Factions from this first Ferment,
Work up to Foam, and threat the Government.
Some by their Friends, more by themselves thought wise,
Oppos'd the Power, to which they could not rise.
Some had in Courts been Great, and thrown from thence,
Like Fiends, were harden'd in Impenitence. (11. 134-145).
A rather lengthy simile and one which forces the reader to recall the first image of
excess-the bOiling over of Absalom's youth. The terms are much the same; it is a
21 Schilling, p. 160; Nicol Smith, p. 53.
22 Christopher Ricks, " Dryden'S Absalom," EIC, XI (1961),273-274.
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"hostile humour" which "rages" and "boyles the blood." The leaders of the plot
are likened to "Fiends" and are hardened into "Impenitence." Then follows the line:
"Of these the false Achitophel was first." (1. 150). Quite obViously, Dryden is identifying Achitophel with the excessive factions-an identification which places Achitophel
in direct line with the original theme presented by Absalom 's portrait earlier in the
poem.
Here, then, the introduction ends and the temptation scene ensues (11. 150-490).
The description of Achitophel-which later is borne out by his statements-is again
appropriate to this thematic center of the poem. He is "Sagacious, Bold, and Turbulent of wit/ Restless, unfixt in Principles and Place." (11. 153-154). The turbulence
of his character and his restlessness once again illustrate the excessive principle. In
her study of the humour tradition, Miss Wallerstein maintains that the tradition
defines melancholy almost with Achitophel in mind: " Melancholy is the inevitable
restlessness which must arise in the human soul when passion has diseased the imagination and when reason is betrayed to the life of the appetites. " 23 The acute wit
of Achitophel-as Dryden had described him-is indeed portrayed as betrayed by
the appetite for power. He has a fine wit, but it leads him in the wrong directions.
" He Sought the storms; but for a Calm unfit,/ Would steer too nigh the Sands, to
boast his Wit." (11. 161-162). The restraint of Dryden 's satire is here apparent.
Achitophel is not railed against; in fact, the portrait is one of a potentially good and
quite able man-but one of whom excess has control. This very fact is one reason
that we cannot read the poem simply a s a satire,24 since if we were to do so, we
could not explain the treatment of Achitophel as given. We see him as a capable man,
and our feelings are inexplicably drawn toward him in this sense: we are sorry that
he has gone astray; he could have been a great man.
Nonetheless, he is a figure of excess. He possesses a "fiery soul " which enformed his "Pigmy body to decay " (11. 156-157), a body not large enough to house
the wit. And that fiery soul frets, gnaws at and erodes the body so that it becomes
a " tenement of clay. " ( 1. 158). His progeny is spoken of as a " lump, unfeathered,
two-legged thing" (11. 170-173). During his temptation of Absalom, Achitophel exhibits his viewpoint that one must seize fortune, that " rolling, sliding, gliding" thing
which reminds us of the earlier lines wherein we learned that ambition ruled Achitophel
(11. 198-199). This opportunist theory surely constitutes Achitophel as a man imbibing excess.
The two temptation speeches of Achitophel illustrate perhaps better than anything else in the poem the excess of his character. He is wise; he knows that flattery
is a basic tool of deception. But by very definition, flattery is excess. Certainly his

23 Wallerstein, 459 .
24 See, for example, Ian Jack, Augustan Satire.
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likening Absalom's birth to the birth of Christ is an extreme method of weakening
the will of his subject:
Auspicious Prince! at whose Nativity
Some Royal Planet rul'd the Southern sky ... (11. 230-231).
The fact that Absalom is "auspicious"-a sign of good things to come-and that just
as at the birth of Christ, the firmaments proclaimed his worth quite obviously sets
up the rather flattering (for Absalom) analogy of Christ/Absalom. Further, Achitophel
places on Absalom the role of the Messiah calling him "Saviour" and "Young-mens
Vision, and the Old mens Dream!" (1. 239). Just as children are taught of Christ,
so also" stammerring Babes are taught to lisp thy Name." (1. 243).
Though Achitophel's flattery will ultimately work, he has in referring to Absalom's birth played upon the prince's most sensitive nerve-the incongruous union
in his character of bastardry and nobility. Achitophel presents his case with apparent
logic, but the emotional appeal to Absalom is nowhere more apparent than his cry
that Absalom become "Champion of the publique Good" (1. 293) by leading the insurrection against the King. By a twisted logiC (an excess, certainly!), he has made
the upset of the moral, social and even religious orders seem good. Absalom might
thereby become a champion of "good. "
Certainly one of the most clear demonstrations of his excesses occurs at the
end of his second speech where he suggests that even David might secretly approve
of Absalom's actions of rebellion! But it is highly significant that Achitophel speaks
of a "pleasing Rape upon the Crown" (1. 474, italics mine). The language and the
image itself suggest an excessive action. Rape is never moderate, and in terms of its
evaluative force as an image, its significance is clear.
In the earliest portrait of society as a whole (11. 45-149), what seems to concern the poet is the demogogue element in the populace. He speaks of the people as
a "Headstrong, Moody, Murmuring race ... debauch'd with ease" leading their
"wild desires" towards what they thought was freedom. This was the crowd who
"Their Humour more than Loyalty exprest." (1. 62); it was a populace governed
by excess, by immoderation. The modifiers employed by Dryden to describe the
crowd imply this lack of reason, this lack of a governing and ordering principle of
stability. We are told that they were "God's pampered people whom, debauched with
ease,/N 0 King could govern, nor no God could please." (11. 47-48). The King/
God comment, of course, suggests the extremes of goodness-which went unrecognized
by the moody populace. The portrait of the Jews is set up in a constant pattern of
stupidity and excess, immoderation in action and in thought. And it is pointed out
quite clearly that their ventures into rebellion could not possibly succeed since there
was no reason gUiding them, "No form'd Design." (1. 67). They are aligned as
cohorts with the devil who" prOVidently Pimps" (1. 81) for their deSires.
The scales of reason do not affect the multitude; the plot, we are told, which
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was raised in extremes (1. 110) and affirmed with oaths (1. 111) is not "wighted,
or winnow'd by the Multitude." (1. 112). ~ ot in possession of reason, they cannot
separate the political wheat from the chaff, cannot analyze carefully enough to eliminate the worthlessness of the excessive action. This rebellious group is a "pack,"
(1. 527) and a "herd" (1. 533). What kind of moderation possesses a pack or herd?
The "truths" of their excessive leaders are "swallow'd in the Mass, unchew'd
and Crude," (1. 113), and their actions follow not reason but excessive emotion:
For, as when raging Fevers Boyl the Blood,
The standing Lake soon floats into a Flood,
And every hostile Humour, which before
Slept quiet in its Channels, bubbles o'r (11. 136-139).
Their brains are diseased from being controlled by the Dog-Star and the Moon:
The Dog-Star heats their Brains to this Disease. (1. 334)
For, govern'd by the Moon, the giddy Jews
Tread the same track when she the Prime renews:
And once in twenty Years, their Scribes Record,
By natural Instinct they change their Lord. (11. 216-219).
This race, run popularly mad by the workings of the Dog-Star, is governed by instinct and by season-not by reason. They are literally lunatic.
The catalogue of the rebellious forces surrounding Absalom and Achitophel in
their plot is effectively placed just prior to Absalom's speech urging their cause. Significantly enough, the extreme element in this group is underlined. Coming first are
the men "Who thought the power of Monarchy too much." (1. 496). These are not
evil men-but men who erred in reasoning, "Mistaken men." (1. 497). This group
would remind us of Absalom-seduced into the excessive position through errors in
judgment. Others are motivated by vested interests and, tllOugh pretending to work
for the public good, in actuality are interested only in their own good. The poet
lists also the demagogues and preferment seekers (11. 505-510), and the Levites
(11. 519-532) who bring a double danger to the nation: they hate not only the office
of the king but the person of the king himself. This group fails to distinguish between the office and the man. Becoming enthusiastic (1. 530), their reason fails them
and they are controlled by emotions. Total control of a man by his emotions only
is for any age (and certainly for the Restoration) excessive and foul. "Gainst Form
and Order they their Power employ;/ Nothing to Build and all things to Destroy."
(11. 531-532). And finally, Dryden lists those who act Simply by instinct, those who
"think too little and talk too much." (1. 534). These classes of people-all gUilty of
excess in one way or another-were but the tools of certain leaders. And it is here
that we get the catalogue of portraits of the leaders of the insurrection movement.
24
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First in line comes Dryden's favorite, Zimri. Though certainly the portrait of
Zimri contains the sharpest satire of the poem, it reveals quite clearly once again
what seems uppermost in thematic intention of Dryden. The peculiar characteristic
of Zimri is his absolutist sense of things:
Rayling and praising were his usual Theames;
And both (to shew his Judgment) in Extreams.
So over Violent, or over Civil,
That every man, with him, was God or Devil. (11. 555-558).
For Zimri, there is no moderate judgment: a man is either a god or a devil. All is
black or white. Dryden also calls Zimri madman (1. 553) and describes him as
" stiff in opinions," and these opinions are always wrong (1. 547). Zimri's choleric
tern perament (he was" everything by starts and nothing long" 1. 548) overrules his
reason and makes him the buffoon that he is. According to Miss Wallerstein, Zimri
is drawn in the Erasmian tradition of the fool: " The man whose mind lacks fixed
ideas and whose manners lack fixed purpose, because he lacks that reason, that
ethical inSight, upon which sound judgment and action must depend." 25
Similar to Zimri in possessing a warped, absolutist mind stands Shimei who is
present at every gathering intent upon cursing the king (11. 601-605), a man whose
" Brains were hot." (1. 621). The statement and imagery, once again, decry excess.
One who can only curse the king (and remember that David has been presented as
"God-like David"), one who is led by a passionate imagination (hot-brained), certainly is seeing only part of objective reality. He is, in other terms, guilty of excessive emotion overruling cool reason. The center of Dryden 'S attack on Corah, too,
is faulty judgment, rashness of action. In reference to the plot ascribed to Corah,
Dryden says: "His Judgment yet his Memory did excel;j Which peic'd his wondrous
Evidence so well." (11. 660-661). The irony, of course, is precise; but what is equally
exact is the charge against Corah's judgment stemming from impulsive action, action
by instinct rather than by clear, logical and moderate foresight. Corah, it seems to
me, is the specific counterpart of Dryden's final category of the opponent position
earlier, those "Who think too little and who talk too much." Miss Wallerstein-had
she considered the portraits in detail-I am sure would have called these portraits
of the humour tradition. However, what is common to all of them is this very central point of moderation. They are condemned because they are guilty of excess.
Absalom's spurring on of the troops provides what would in a dramatic action
be considered climax. Here he is summing up their pOSition and the cause of their
revolt. And we cannot help but feel the influence of Achitophel as-significantly-the
plea for loyalty to their new messiah, Absalom, is given in terms of fire, heat and
sun-all traditional symbols of excessive emotion and action. Absalom himself is
25 Wallerstein, 448.
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"Fir'd by near possession of a Crown." (1. 685). He appeals to the very excesses
which characterized the preceding individuals and groups. Under David, he says,
the liberties of the populace have become spoils of the king; Absalom suggests that
those who follow him shall have their preferment. Governing all the speech, however,
is the succinct epithet just preceding it; we are aware throughout that this is "Deluded
Absalom" (1. 683, italics mine) speaking, and by this fact we are conscious of excess in action.
Between Absalom's speech and the listing of David's adherents comes a passage of controlling comment filled with images of disease and lunacy.
Oh foolish Israel! never warn'd by ill,
Still the same baite, and Circumvented still!
Did ever men forsake their present ease,
In midst of health Imagine a desease ... (11. 752-756).
Coming as it does just after the description and "action" of the opponent pOSition,
it seems plaUSible that this passage seeks to comment more explicitly on the already
implied common trait among all the insurrectionists: the trait of excess, of madness,
of lunacy. The poet calls this rebellious faction a "publick lunacy" (1. 788) which
tries to upset the divine and human order of things. As if in preparation for the catalogue to follow and for David's final assertion, the passage ends in the declaration
of the moderate control of divine and human law; in any case, moderation, law and
order will win out:
At once Divine and Humane Laws controul;
And men the Parts by ruine of the whole.
The Tampering world is subject to this Curse,
To Physick their Disease into a worse. (11. 807-810).
To speCify the kind of control, the kind of moderation which will always supersede madness and excess, Dryden beginS a briefer catalogue of David's loyal band.
The succinctness with which the poet draws these figures as compared to the rather
extended portraits of the opponents seems to emphaSize the restraint and power of
David's group. The first of these portraits, Barzillai, points up not a real member
of the King's party, but a spirit which runs through the group and which will, in
the end, allow them to win out over the rebels. This spirit is, of course, that of reason and moderation, honesty and nobility; Dryden says of Barzillai: "The Court
he practis'd, not the Courtier's art." (1. 825). That is, he worked to better the government rather than his own position through flattery or any like devious means of
self-advancement. First of David's adherents inspired by the party's muse, Barzillai,
is Zadock who shunned "Power and Place" in favor of honest service to the king;
then the Sagan of Jerusalem is characterized as one of "weighty sense" capable of
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translating that sense into fit words. Adriel is "True to his Prince; but not a Slave
of State. " (1. 879). Jotham, the penitent, in his excessive wit of an earlier time fell
in with rebels, but through that same cooled wit returned to David's fold and brought
with him the rebels themselves (11. 882-885). Hushei is characterized by his steadfastness (1. 889), and Amiel is gUided by Reason with passion cooled. It is with
Amiel's portrait that a very telling contrast is made between Achitophel's faction and
David's:
They like th' unequal Ruler of the Day,
MisgUide the Seasons and mistake the Way;
While he withdrawn at their mad Labour smiles,
And safe enjoys the Sabbath of his Toyls. (11. 910-914).
This comparison between the madness of the rebels and the cooled, reasonable, objective position of David's follOWing strikes out again the central characteristic of
both groups. David's adherents all are in possession of their reasoning facultiesa fact which allows them objectivity and moderation in judgment, whereas the rebel
group are constantly diseased by paSSion, an excess of pride, or of imagination
which destroys their reasoning powers and clouds their vision.
The character of David up to that final assertion of power at the end of the
poem is handled pretty obliquely. But, though obliquely portrayed, David is presented in clear terms. One of the most constant epithets given to David in the poem
is "mild." It is true that we also read of his sexual vigor in imparting his image
through the land, that he is indulgent of his bastard son, Absalom, but by and large
the major movement in his character is to this trait of mildness which the moderate
sort in the realm recognize as the source of his power and ability as monarch: " The
moderate sort of Men, thus qualifi 'd,/ Inclin 'd the Ballance to the better side." (11.
75-76). And David's mildness managed the kingdom so well that "The Bad found
no occasion to Reb ell. " (1. 78).
After witnessing the excesses of David's opponents, and seeing the moderate
sort of men aligned to his cause, David steps in-God-like David-and declares finally
the excellence of the moderate position and the condemnation of the extremes. David
is introduced with awe, majesty and as a hero:
With all these loads of Injuries opprest,
And long revolving, in his carefull Breast,
Th' event of things; at last his patience tir'd,
Thus from his Royal Throne by Heav'n inspir 'd,
The God-like David spoke: with awfull fear
His Train their Maker in their Master hear. (11. 932-938).
That the speech is " heav'n inspir 'd, " that David is " God-like DaVid," that they are
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hearing their Maker through their Master sets up quite clearly David as a figure of
power and majesty. The fact that his speech takes on the tenor of a divine decree
is not without merit as a closing to a poem which rises above the political level so
often supposed. The principle of moderation and restraint appears almost as a divine edict as the God-like David speaks:
The Law shall still direct my peacefull Sway,
And the same Law teach Rebels to Obey:
Votes shall no more Establish'd Pow'r controul,
Such Votes as make a Part exceed the Whole ... (11. 991-994).
What the rebels have done is to destroy the balance of the realm . On the literal level,
this " realm " can be Israel or England. But more universally, the principle that " the
part exceeds the whole " is proclaimed as an evil. By divine decree, excess is condemned and the portrait of David as the ideal ruler is complete; he is the symbol of
ideal man governed by moderation in his use of both justice and mercy:
Oh that my Power to Saving were confin'd:
Why am I forc'd, like Heaven, against my mind,
To make Examples of another Kind? (11 . 999-1001).
The poem ends with divine assent to David's words C .. The Almight, nodding,
gave Consent;/ And Peals of Thunder Shook the Firmament." 11. 1026-1027) and
prOVides for the poem that final impetus which universalizes the theme. Moderation
is an ideal of man sanctioned by God; it is not simply a way of overcoming the
particular situation of 1680 as some who see only the political intention of the poem
might maintain. 26
IV
Quite often critics analyze the poem in terms of the informing biblical allegory or
epic allusions seen throughout the poem. It is the thesis here, however, that neither
approach is fully valid for a complete reading of the poem. Rather, these two elements are simply techniques or means whereby the poet is further demonstrating his
didactic principle-moderation over excess.
It is generally recognized that the biblical parallel is used to raise the level of
an otherwise purely temporal and political English scene. But to what has the poem
been raised? Hoffman suggests the poem is lifted to a moral order; Verrall says the
style is elevated through the biblical allegory; and Schilling and Jack point out that
it served a practical solution to a touchy problem-that of presenting the promiscuity

26 Jack , p. 53; Godfrey Davies, " The Co nclusion of Dryden 's Absalom and Acllilophe4 " HLQ; X ( 1946 ), 82.
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of David. Dryden could have introduced very prosaically Monmouth as the illegitimate son of Charles II. But how much is gained in power and restraint by speaking rather of "Israel 's monarch, " of " God-like David" begetting " so beautifull, so
brave ... Absalom ." (11. 7-18 ). The relationship of father to son is set off quite
subtly and qUietly:
With secret Joy, indulgent Dav id view 'd
His Youthfull Image in his Son renew 'd:
To all his wishes Nothing he deny 'd .. . (11. 31-33).
A rather awkward situation for the poet-the adv antageous portrayal of the king 's
bastard son-is handled smoothly, the awkwardness of the king's promiscuity ( which
surely would destroy the growing image of a mild and moderate ruler) being lost in
the portrayal of paternal pride.
Though certainly these effects are achieved through the use of the Bible in the
poem, I feel that Dryden more clearly uses the Bible as authority . The final speech
of David reads somewhat like the Ten Commandments, absolute rules given by Divine Decree. By keeping the Bible in the mind of the reader, perhaps Dryden has
prepared us to accept David 's absolute and final solution to the problem at hand .
Perhaps this will explain the " abrupt ending " to those of that mind . The poem ends
abruptly because by divine decree the principle of moderation has been established,
and is there any reason for divine decrees to gently taper off into a coda-like conclusion ~ What is more, there is no superior power to that divine decree; this is the
last word. The principle has become a universal pronouncement by God, has received divine sanction. The considerations of kings, parliaments and societies have
been but the tools of expressing that principle.
Professor Verrall suggests that we look to the poem as an epic in miniature. 27
But it seems to me that in determining that Dryden used certain characteristics of
the epic or het oic we have yet to determine the reason for their employment. It would
certainly seem less tllan artistic to allude to the great epics of the world sinlply for
their sakes alone. Rather, those epic allusions function quite preCisely in this particular poem as further delineations of Dryden 's didactic aim . An example of how
the allusion works in this poem should suffice. One of the most obvious epic allusions here is the description of Achitophel 's progeny, his giving birth to Anarchy
which is not at all unlike Milton 's description of Sin in Paradise Lost, or to the comparable scene of Error in The Faerie Queene.
And all to leave, what with his Toyl he won,
To that unfeather 'd, two Leg 'd thing, a Son:
Got, while his Soul did hudled Notions try;
And born a shapeless Lump, like Anarchy. (11. 169-172).
27 Verrall, p. 59.
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What is the point of such epic allusions? Perhaps a further indication of Achitophel's
excess is here apparent. Both Sin and Error are wise but led to extremes by their
diseased intellects. So also Achitophel. The richness of the allusion, of course, greatly
adds to the traits of falsehood and evil in Achitophel. The epic figures alluded to
are painted on the heroic level; by analogy the falsity and evil of Achitophel are
likewise of heroic proportions. 28 The other major allusions-such as the identification of Absalom with Christ in the temptation scene-aU seem to function in this same
fashion: to demonstrate either the moderation or the excess in the individual character treated.
It seems clear, then, that Absalom and Achitophel does rise above the contemporary scene, above the characters involved, above the biblical and epic techniques employed to a clear statement - and a single one - that excess is to be
condemned and that the moderate position is the desirable one. The principle itself,
of course, in historical perspective leads beautifully into the age of the Neo-Classics;
but more importantly, it allows a universal rendering of Dryden's masterpiece, Absalom and AchitopheL

28 Those who would read the poem as " a little epic" (see Verrall, Mark Van Doren, John Dryden, A
Study of His Poetry, 3rd ed. (N.Y., 1946 ), Ricks or Morris Freedman, " Dryden 's Miniature EpiC," JECP,
LVII ( 1958 ), 211-219, recognize the richness of the epic allusions. But perhaps in pointing out the close
parallels between Dryden's poem and various epic forms, these scholars become more concerned with the
techniques themselves than with Dryden's use of them to create his poem.
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